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The reality was, the lone male in an all-girl household ("heck,
even the dog was female") was only thirty years old and felt
like he had been shoved into the deep end of the estrogen
pool without swimming lessons.
That's when the love-struck father of four gorgeous pre-teens
started searching for a plan for how to be a successful Dad,
and did what any sensible guy would do. He bailed. Not only
on his family, but into the woods, to seek a "solution."
Daddy Dates is an entertaining and practical look at how one
American father found his sea legs and is navigating through
the tricky waters of parenting girls. In this game-changing
book, Greg shares his easy-to-follow secrets for how married
and single dads can go beyond high-fiving to bridge the
gender gap and become the clued-in man who knows his daughter best.
Dads have more influence on their girls than anyone. Learn what makes your daughter tick, how to
talk to her effectively and connect more profoundly, at any age.
If being their hero is your mission, it's not impossible. Daddy Dates is your road map to get there.
"Hi honey. It's Daddy. I'm calling to see if you'd like to go on a date with me tonight."
"Um, yes, Daddy I think I would."
It's a phone call Greg Wright has made over and over again.
By age thirty, Greg was the overwhelmed father of four beautiful little girls, with one thought
running through his mind over and over again: Don't Screw Up.
Daddy Dates is about a guy taking his best shot at being a successful dad by trying to know his
girls?really know their fears, dreams, and opinions?and how he stumbled across an incredible
strategy to do that with daughters of any age or stage. This funny, insightful, and relatable book
poses the wildly original concept that should be a "duh" for most dads?but isn't. In order to raise a
confident woman-to-be, show your daughter what it feels like to be treated with love, respect, and
true interest by a man who loves her.
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Daddy Dates is not another "how to" book from a parenting expert. It's a personal, eye-opening,
often humorous look at an Average Joe's intentional pursuit of his daughter's hearts and minds, and
the love-inspired steps he is taking to solidify Dad's place in each of their lives, forever.
Whether married or single, Daddy Dates can help you better connect with virtually all of the females
in your life. Using Greg's communication cues, you'll be blown away by what you'll learn about your
child, and how you can make a powerful, lasting difference?especially during her rocky teenage
years.
Daddy Dates is about one thing?becoming her hero?one date at a time.
Endorsements:
–Matt Crossman, Senior Writer for SPORTING NEWS magazine (and father of 2 daughters)
DADDY DATES wondrously focuses men (and the women who love them) on the affirmation &
empowerment a father’s creative attention, energy, and love can have on the precious daughters in
our lives.
–Jan Goldstein, bestselling author of THE BRIDE WILL KEEP HER NAME (and father of 3)
It’s an easy thing to say that any father with a daughter should read this book. But, the truth
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you looking for daddy dates PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download daddy dates Pdf to any
kind of device,whether its your laptop, Kindle or iPhone, there are more options now than ever
before. Perhaps because of the growing popularity of Kindle, or competitors like The Nook, or maybe
just because people want choices, it is now possible to get daddy dates Pdf and any kind of Ebook
you want downloaded to almost any kind of device!
Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading daddy dates Pdf? You may think better
just to read daddy dates Pdf the old fashioned way you know, as in paperbacks or hardcovers? The
answer is that, while print books are great and will never become obsolete, there are definite
advantages to the electronic format. Let uslook at a few of these benefits.
For one thing, it is environmentally friendlier to read daddy dates electronically, as you are saving
all that paper. A related benefit is cost. It is much cheaper toread books that you download than to
buy them. If you read lots of books, it can be quite expensiveto buy them. Finally, daddy dates Pdf in
electronic format take uphardly any space. If you travel a lot, you can easily download daddy dates
Pdf to read on the plane or the commuter train, whereas print books are heavy and bulky.
Follow this link to read online and download daddy dates Pdf from our online library.
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